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Fox Television’s series Glee has gone from just holding a place in the network’s Wednesday line-up
to attaining the things that every first season show should strive for. Glee is now a genuine cultural
touchstone, a conversation starter that  continues to inspire bloggers and keeps entertainment
hacks writing. Most episodes are memorable and pointed and the music is marketable long after
the end credits have rolled (right now the soundtrack is #2 on i-tunes behind 50 Cent). The music is
a starting point. Part of what is making Glee a breakout success is the weird, non-network TV idea
of producing a show with a conscience. Not the kind of sappy, crying conscience that openly weeps
for change, or even the type of Hollywood Conscience that smashes viewers over the head with a

cry to save hermit chiggers in the Gobi Desert. Rather, it’s the kind of
awareness that Bill Cosby used to open the Fat Albert cartoon show with
(“Stay tuned and you might not learn something.”). Glee, in half of a season,
has taken on teen parenthood, racism, homosexuality and now disability. The
show has presented the problems in a way that still leaves us wanting to watch
and knowing that neither characters nor viewers will be slashing their wrists
ala Degrassi.

Glee revolves around teacher William Shuster, who returns to his alma mater
and takes over the school’s flamboyantly failed choral music program. I won’t go into the sub-plots
that make Glee what it is in many ways. Still, its often the ancillary characters and plots that are often
worth tuning in for. Enter Sue Sylvester.  Darth Vadar. The cheerleading coach, from the
beginning, has been cast as Will’s nemesis and has done numerous horrid acts to ruin his Glee
Club. These acts include pushing an elderly nurse down a flight of stairs, pitting the kids against one
another, and having cheerleaders perform espionage by infiltrating Glee Club. Sue often masks
racism and bigotry as common sense (i.e., her television lecture about littering so immigrant trash
collectors have jobs), but has shown that she has a working heart on occasion (two weeks ago we
saw her reaction to being two-timed).

This Wednesday’s episode featured Sue berating Cheer audition candidates for their various flaws,
after booting one of her “cheerios” when she became pregnant. Sylvester took on as new
cheerleader a girl named Amy with Down Syndrome. I tensed up just watching this, and inwardly
hoped upon hope that this wouldn’t turn into another example of the character crushing someone. In
the end, we found out why and how Sue chose Amy and that there is a kernel of conscience beating
within her. If this weren’t enough to keep me watching and feel like TV can do some good, viewers
got another glimpse into the tenuous relationship between Kurt and his father, and the vaguest idea
of how it might feel to be a gay teenager in middle America. I haven’t even touched on the main
thread about Artie and his place in Glee. If you haven’t been able to see the show, its worth a
download.
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